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ONE MINUTE ARSE
Experiment and swagger – a one minute arse
you can do whoever you like and lose
an arrogant headline floor, I scream:

A PISTON
How comfortable it is for you?
Doctor Clown groans.
That Tantalus feel,
a Prometheus scatter the sniff shag chopper:

IN/OUT/IN/OUT
the decadent pain in his wild ape arms.
Tone down the bass in the desert frame,
the little man in the hole gives five minute head
but Anna Lytical (a girl with guts) says “I can do it in two”

NATURAL SELECTION
Hungry with consensus comforts, Dr Who in his Tudor darkroom
declares:
“This decade is on the line because 70% of hips are masculine.”
The idea is on the line,
the intrigue, the wish value,
to start to live to start today,
trawling for books to film or not.
The dog-bang pounding,
solarised with chocolate sauce.
It's natural selection. A totem pole. New storm oats.
Pull out and remind Robin Hood (the Headline Wax)
FUCK OFF!
SNOG ELVIS!
RUN! SCREAM!

COMING ROUGH
A long way from Vietnam
Wales is ambivalent over
Western Sahara health-science-finance-giant,
poised to win a forest fire competition
to keep rampant capitalist cowboys
from coming rough in a waiting diplomat
and her eleven colleagues.
With limits drawn the Air-Force examines
6th crash in a week.
Have you been to the 13th Century Journal
that surfaced this week?
It's like a Catholic apology
The world's most expensive
car bombing dress shirt,
should come up bigger PULL OUT – PULL OUT!
On high alert: faster faster.

BANANA CREAM PIE
In a place he cared about
with banana cream pie,
Will had a word for everything.
He's like old Two-Gun-Cohen,
a biography crossword:
1.Separate as flour or ashes for a better life and we've only just begun
31.Cowboys wear
43. Aspiration
65. TV duo Kate and Sarah Lazarus: full of lurid testimony

ALIEN GUESSING
Lost in the revival room
a blurred hype monitor serves
regular fashion juice and fried
insect freaks crop speed all around us.
Alien guessing, muddy frogs and acorns.
Japanese androgyny- the smallest stuff ever printed.
The sole face of a converse trade secret.
One person dies every four hours for lack of
breathing the scent of a hermetically
sealed generation raised on carbonated
Garage-bands mixed out to 100% floor style.

STILL LIFE
Still life on an African food stall. Gambia 1925

TANGERIONE BOTTOM CURVE
The explicit technical flute energy
of a tangerine bottom curve.
A varied theme world.
An explicit spice ration.
The next camp god in a red shirt,
an enjoyable manual extension
of Three-Minute-Max.
Add it up?
The condom essence it taut and pert.
A tank tennis girl.
No whiskey riot.
Don't flatter - run a little after that concept.
Join the bug camel lighter.
You need more?
It's open plain season.
A varied pole end.
After all why repeat a monster example.
Yawn the big deal, it's off the end.

THE WITCH-HUNT AGENDA
Head occasions aid the easy ride
(A maverick business in a box /
A blue talk comfort zone)
In here we rave the network theory.
Again and again anecdote players run
through saying something up the wall:
Couple a wandering brief to this speed
A conspicuous lip treatment highlight
Cauterise cheap silence
Experiment and resist the witch-hunt agenda:
10% of managers are bad when it is missing.

X RATE BOTTLE
Meeting on Mars for a feeding session so fine.
Flatten the X rate bottle,
open explore strange fish.
Avoid practise.
Play the big diamond drain.
Shoot Vitamin D.
There is too little fertility in a Mini.

STAY DOWN! STAY DOWN!
That IN/OUT treasure control shines.
Behave! Extricate! OUT!
The decorated head feel.
A labia wish dish.
A cayenne cunnilingual force.
Go down directing (it's in the book)
Off the end with chocolate spread.
Push it jumping fox!
How long lost in the bikini line?

LEAN BACK AND SCHEME
Get on with the job. Lean back and scheme.
Provoke the bullet and
fawn in lunch with a firm banana.
Probing loose frustration cannot stop the muddy crow,
moreover the pink canal has a bollocking tendency to resolve.
It’s so damn big you can’t get away from it.

TERMINAL INSEMINATION ART
Everybody knows it’s a simple product:
Don’t bother with the detail,
Maximise the extra mild matrix.
PF Clusters have three things that you need to integrate
A frustrated shamrock review
A short term dumping interaction
Reversible cross fertilisation
Imagine an inexact business:
fifty / sixty back cloth lines refracting.
Obsessed with terminal insemination art,
the Major’s plan is core.

